One of the most important factors determining the properties of a material is its grain size. However, unclear grain boundaries in the image hinder an accurate measurement of grain size. We demonstrate that grain boundaries existing in the images obtained by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) can be clearly distinguished by applying a Sobel filter to a tilting series of STEM images of a hydrogenation-disproportionationdesorption-recombination processed Nd2Fe14B magnet sample.
Generally, the grain size has a great influence on the physical properties of a material (Pauli et al., 2014) . To accurately measure the grain size from the conventional images, computer process so called Sobel filter (Sobel et al., 1968) can be used. It computes gradient change between neighboring pixels and emphasizes the outline of objects. In the case of very fine grains, a considerable high resolution is required to measure the grain size. Therefore, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and/or scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) observation is necessary. It may be preferred to use bright field (BF)-STEM because pure channeling contrast that is strongly related to the grain orientation can be easily extracted through BF-STEM imaging. For some samples such as magnetic materials, other contrast (such as Lorentz contrast) can be mixed in conventional TEM image. Besides, although the orientation of neighboring grains is different each other, the channeling contrast can be almost the same when the lattice structure (configuration of atomic column) of the adjacent grains is similar with respect to the beam direction, and thus grain boundary becomes unclear as indicated with red arrows in the figures. In order to distinguish the grains having similar channeling contrast, a series of BF-STEM images was acquired tilting the sample at various angles as shown on the left hand side of the image. These images were obtained from a HDDR (hydrogenation-disproportionationdesorption-recombination) processed Nd 2 Fe 14 B magnet sample using aberration corrected STEM (JEOL ARM-200F). After then, Sobel filter was applied to each image to compute the gradient and integrated. A noise induced by digital signal acquisition (Poisson noise) makes the gradient value unstable. To minimize this effect, images were recorded at slow scan speed and with high probe current to get enough electron dose. Distortion induced by tilt was corrected by numerical geometric calculation. This process can make it possible to distinguish the grains in nearby region which cannot be easily distinguished each other.
